URBAN ANALYSIS-AREA OF INTERVENTION
ACCESSIBILITY-PEDESTRIANS

SUMMARY OF THE NAVIGLI DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM APPROVED BY “ASSAMBLEA DEI SOCI DI NAVIGLI LOMBARDI”
ENVIRONMENT AND AGRICULTURE
To guarantee the quality of the natural and environmental resources (Environment) and to protect e
valorise the agricultural resources of the Navigli territory (Agriculture), creating parks, belts of forrest,
green networks and biological paths for the fauna (including man) with the ambission to use the products for energetic purposes.
ENERGY
Increase the quality of the environmental energy of the Navigli system, consistently reducing consumption and reducing pollution, developing eco-sustainable companies and a way to make use of the cascades along the canal.
TRANSPORT AND CLEAN COMMUNICATION
Improve and integrate the different means of transportation such as pedestrian and bicycle routes, electrical buses, metro and navigation, in order to develop the tourism and protect and valorise the territory
of Navigli.

THE AREA IN PICTURES

SWOT ANALYSIS

SETTLEMENTS OF HIGH QUALITY
Protect and valorise the territory of Navigli, reclaiming brownfield land of any kind and developing the
expanding areas in a sustainable way, preferably in a bio-urbanistic and bio-architectural way.
LANDSCAPE
Safeguard and valorise the territory of Navigli, restoring and applicating new and current areas of use to
the farmhouses, mills, pumping stations and antique castels.
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TOURISM, SPORT AND SPARE-TIME
Restoring historical sites and giving these an up-to-date program, preferibly within the hotel -and restaurant sector.
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CULTURE
Safeguard and valorise the characteristics of the Navigli landscape, creating a network of sites, service
facilities and cultural and educational attractions.
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NAUTICS
After the restoration, the Navigli is now navigable again. Watching the shifting landscape and travelling
by boat through city all the way to the countryside is an experience.
The annual buat show is a recent initiative.
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ART FASHION DESIGN
The Navigli and Tortona area nearby are busy districts all year round. But during Fashion Week, the art
event (con)Temporary Art and especially during International Furniture Fair in spring, the area becomes
the city’s main-scene.
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LIFE IN NAVIGLI

Walking paths
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1 Tortona area. The area has expanded during the last few years and has become

LEGEND
Strength

the city’s design district.

2 The station area will undergo a restoration. A covered car park for 600 vehicles is

SALONE NAUTICO, BOAT SHOW

BARS AND RESTAURANTS
The Navigli area is one of the city’s most popular areas and is crammed with bars and restaurants, especially along the two canals. The area is vivid both day -and nighttime.
Cars

SUPERSTUDIO AND TORTONA AREA
The via Forcella "Superstudio", located in the wide courtyard warehouse area between number 7 and
number 13 of via Forcella,is considered "the citadel of image".
The warehouse complex has experienced many changes over the past century. In the early Eighties,
when the industrial activities started being removed from the areas – by now regarded as semi-central –
the warehouses were put on sale.
When in 1983 the Italian Vogue art director Flavio Lucchini and the photographer Fabrizio Ferri opened
their photo studios this sleepy, warehouse-filled neighborhood southwest of Milan’s center, their colleagues questioned the move. “It was a completely abandoned stretch of Via Tortona, and was considered extremely out of the way,” as a former director at the complex describes it.

Weakness

part of the program.

Opporturnity

3 These residential buildings are of scarse architectural quality and are higher than

Threat

4 This important traffic knot has similar problems as Piazza 24 Maggio (14). It’s heavily

the surrounding buildings.

trafficked but badly organized.

5 This park and playground is popular to older people that spend their day here in
1
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company with large groups of unemployed immigrants. Kids don’t come here,
though. What could be done to accomplish a higher level of integration?
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6 This part of viale Gorizia has become a dangerous and deteriorated area for a

number of reasons: its scarse architectural quality, lack of light, narrow sidewalks, lack
of activities on each side of the street.

Tram

COMMERCE AND ACTIVITIES-GROUNDFLOOR

7 The mediocre restaurant and night club here are situated in shanty sheds.
8 The highest point of Viale Gorizia is also the most precious one. The colorful and
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pittoresque buildings here are typical for the Navigli area and are beatiful to watch
from the other side of the Darsena.
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9 The stripe of land next to this heavily trafficked road runs a risk to become the backside of the new Darsena.

FLEA MARKETS
Flea markets are common events in the Navigli. The antique market that takes place onethe last sunday
of each month along the Naviglio Grande is a long lived tradition and attracts loads of people and antique mercants from all over the city.
The vintage flea market used to be a popular event every sunday on the Darsena. Now that the Darsena
is blocked, the market has stopped.
Lately, new initiatives as the annual boat show and the flower event have brought life to the Navigli area.
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But those people were wrong. The “zona Tortona” became a magnet for the city’s creative set, with photographers and designers gravitating to the area’s big empty spaces and small artisan shops, creating a
new market for restaurants, museums, shops and hotels. In 2001, Giorgio Armani commissioned the Japanese architect Tadao Ando to build his headquarters in a former Nestle factory here. Increasingly, the
neighborhood is attracting more than just the fashion set, becoming a hub for events and exhibissions
during Milan’s annual furniture fair.

AN EARLY SKETCH ON THREE
IMPORTANT ASPECTS OF THE AREA.
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Boutique/Showroom

Bank

Bar/Restaurant

Newspaper kiosk

Tertiary (photo developing,
hairdresser etc.)
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FUORI SALONE IN AND AROUND PIAZZA 24 MAGGIO
The “Fuori Salone”, the design week that invades the city every year in april is ever expanding and highly
concentrated in the Tortona area. Piazza 24 Maggio has become somewhat of a gate to the design
district for the people coming here by feet from the center of the city. The pictures below show how it
can look like during the event.
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and expansion of the services offered here today would add to the whole area.
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13 The two bars here are of low profile and ruin the urban space, aswell as the political organization located in one of the buildings does.

14 The square 24 Maggio is an important but dysfunctional traffic knot. Its functions

are scattered, traffic runs slow and its dangerous and difficult to cross for pedestrians
and cyclists. It needs planning and restoration.

15 The Darsena has no function, it’s isolated from the surrounding area and blocks

Political organization
ANNUAL FLOWER MARKET

DARSENA
-an urban void becomes Milan’s new green district
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attractions in the city, for both tourists and citizens day -and nighttime. But the narrow
streets along the two canals are crammed! More space is required for a comfortable
environment.
The canals and the architecture in the area bear an important architectural heritage
and historical memory. The canals have recently been restored and are now navigable again.

12 The existing food market is a popular place for grocerie-shopping. A restoration
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Groceries

14

10,11 The Naviglio Grande and Naviglio Pavese. The “Navigli” is one of the most

VINTAGE MARKET

DURING FURNITURE FAIR IN THE NAVIGLI AREA
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DARSENA
-an urban void becomes Milan’s new green district
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